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A. Multiple choice questions:                                                                                                                        01x25=25 

1. What has made the world a global village? 

A. computer  b. Internet     c. Land phone  d. mobile phone 

2. Which one is created for transferring information? 

a. Information super flyover   b. information super Railway 

c. information super Highway   d. information super Airway 

3. How people communicate with each other in earlier time? 

a. Letter  b. SMS     c. TV   d. E-mail 

4. What is information? 

a. Data+incident  b. Report+incident    c. Record+data   d. Record+report 

5. Which one is the most valuable asset in the world? 

a. Gold  b. Silver    c. Oil  d. Knowledge 

6. Which one sent signal in GPS? 

a. Moon  b. Mars    c. Satellite  d. Photo 

7. Which changed the world rapidly? 

i. information  ii. Technology iii. mobile 

which one of the following is correct? 

a. i  b. i and ii     c. iii  d. i, ii and iii 

11. Scanner is one kind of- 

a. input device  b. output device     c. processing device d. memory device 

 

12. How can the hardware become active? 

a. using software  b. using memory    c. using processor  d. using current 

13. The software that is made for special work is called- 

a. application software  b. package software 

c. customized software  d. operating system 

14. How can data pass in optical fiber using light symbol? 

a. X Ray  b. laser ray     c. sun ray d. cosmic ray 

15. Which one is electro optical device? 

a. projector  b. Bluetooth     c. scanner  d. printer 

16. Which is operating system software? 

i. word processor ii. Windows    iii. UNIX 

which one of the following is correct? 

a. i   b. ii    c. ii and iii  d. i, ii and iii 

17. What is the name of the system by which we can do shopping by Internet instead of going to shops and 

markets? 

a. marketing   c. e-commerce    shopping  d. commerce 

 



18. What i s EPOS? 

a. Election Point Of Sale                       c. Electronic Point Of Sale 

b. Electronic Point Of Social                 d. Electronic Power Of Sale 

 

19. Our scientists have discovered-? 

a. Genome sequence of jute   c. Genome sequence of paddy 

b. Genome sequence of mango  d. Genome sequence of rice 

20. Why ICT is important in creating job? 

a. It can help the individual to be a self-entrepreneur            c. It is much easier to adopt 

b. It is the most modern technology                      d. Here variation exist 

21. Who are the clients? 

a. Who process information         c. Who gives ID  b. Who takes information          d. Who gives protocol 

22. In which topology there is a central computer? 

a. Ring          c. star  b. BUS         d. MeSh 

23. What is cloud computing? 

a. A type of internet based computing where it shares information 

b. A type of software which helps to play games 

c. A type of video editing software 

d. A networking protocol 

24. In which topology the connected computers not only receive information but also distribute them? 

a. Bus       c.  Tree  b. Ring       d. Mesh 

 

25. What is internet protocol? 

a. some rules to exchange information 

b. a  network software 

c. A database software 

d. A hardware which is essential for server 

 

B. Answer any 05(five) of the following:                                                                                                                 5X5=25 

1) Describe about uses of Internet? 

2) Write about 05 types of network Topologies? 

3) What is Web browser? Describe about it search engine? 

4)  How Information and Communication Technology is helping in health sector? 

5) Explain the importance of ICT in in government activities. 

6) Describe about Router and switch. 

7) Explain the role of Information and communication technology in communication 

8) What is satellite? Describe about satellite.  


